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Abstract
Convolutional neural network (CNN) is a natural structure for video modelling that has been successfully applied in the
field of action recognition. The existing 3D CNN-based action recognition methods mainly perform 3D convolutions on
individual cues (e.g. appearance and motion cues) and rely on the design of subsequent networks to fuse these cues
together. In this paper, we propose a novel multi-cue 3D convolutional neural network (M3D), which integrates three
individual cues (i.e. an appearance cue, a direct motion cue, and a salient motion cue) directly. Different from the existing
methods, the proposed M3D model directly performs 3D convolutions on multiple cues instead of a single cue. Compared
with the previous methods, this model can obtain more discriminative and robust features by integrating three different
cues as a whole. Further, we propose a novel residual multi-cue 3D convolution model (R-M3D) to improve the representation ability to obtain representative video features. Experimental results verify the effectiveness of proposed M3D
model, and the proposed R-M3D model (pre-trained on the Kinetics dataset) achieves competitive performance compared
with the state-of-the-art models on UCF101 and HMDB51 datasets.
Keywords Action recognition  Multi-cue  3D convolution  Salient motion cue  Residual

1 Introduction
Human action recognition aims to automatically identify
specified actions in a video [29, 30]. It has many applications such as intelligent video surveillance, human-computer interaction, human behaviour analysis, and smart
hospital care [32, 34, 37, 40, 41, 44]. Different from images
that only contain an appearance cue, videos contain not
only the appearance cue extracted from still video frames
but also a motion cue extracted from stacked video frames.
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Therefore, the motion cue plays an important role in action
recognition.
Compared with traditional shallow hand-crafted models
[53, 54], convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
[47, 48, 59, 61] have shown a superior ability to capture
appearance information in many visual-related tasks such
as image classification [27, 58], object detection [13], and
image segmentation [31].
To take advantage of CNNs, many 2D CNN-based
methods [4, 9, 25, 45, 51, 57] were developed for action
recognition. 2D CNN-based action recognition models can
be roughly divided into two categories: (i) frame-based
aggregation models [4, 9, 25, 57], and (ii) two-stream
CNN-based models [45]. Frame-based aggregation models
use CNNs to extract features from each frame and then
aggregate frame-level information to obtain video-level
information by using different aggregating strategies such
as recurrent neural networks (RNNs). However, such
models ignore the temporal structure and mainly rely on
subsequent aggregation strategies for obtaining a motion
cue. Two-stream CNN-based models consist of a spatial
CNN stream and a temporal CNN stream for capturing the
appearance cue and motion cue, respectively. Optical flowbased methods usually are adopted for extracting the
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motion features, which can effectively provide the velocity
information (including the speed and direction) of each
pixel. However, such models lack effective information
interaction over time between the appearance cue and
motion cue.
Recently, a variety of 3D CNN-based action recognition
models have been developed for modelling spatiotemporal
features [23, 49], which has shown more promising results
than the previous CNN-based models for action recognition
on a sufficiently large video dataset such as Kinetics
dataset [4, 17]. According to the input cue, we categorize
the existing 3D CNN-based action recognition models into
three classes: (i) single-cue 3D CNN model [25], (ii) twocue 3D CNN model [45] and (iii) three-cue 3D CNN model
[23].
– Single-cue 3D CNN model: The input of a single-cue
3D CNN model is stacked video frames that only
provide an appearance cue at the input level. The
motion information is indirectly obtained by 3D
convolutions through the inferences between stacked
video frames. Thus, such models lack the ability to
provide direct motion cues at the input level [45].
– Two-cue 3D CNN model Two-cue 3D CNN models
[4, 52] perform 3D convolutions on video frames and
optical flow frames separately, and then the obtained
appearance and motion cues are integrated by using
various fusion strategies. However, since the 3D
convolutions are separately operated on individual cues
respectively and the fusion relies on specific designed
networks, this model lacks the overall integration of the
appearance information and motion information of
videos.
– Three-cue 3D CNN model Three-cue 3D CNN models
[23] generate different cues (such as gray, gradient, and
optical flow) from stacked video frames, and performed
3D convolutions on these cues separately. Then a full
connection layer is applied to combine all cues. Late
fusion is also adopted for aggregating different cues for
action recognition. Although optical flow [3, 45] is
capable of capturing motion information (i.e. speed and
direction information) directly, it mainly focuses on
instantaneous motion velocity information that is
sensitive to background motion noises such as slight
leaf jittering and water rippling [20, 33].
To overcome the above challenges, we propose a novel
multi-cue 3D convolutional neural network (M3D). The
proposed M3D model integrates an appearance cue, a
direct motion cue and a salient motion cue simultaneously
as the input. The appearance cue can extract features from
still video frames, the motion cue can extract features from
stacked video frames, and the salient motion cue can
effectively suppress background motion noises and
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highlight salient motion. Different from the previous action
recognition methods (single-, two-, and three-cue CNN
models), our proposed M3D model directly performs 3D
convolutions on a multi-cue input instead of performing 3D
convolutions on different single-cue inputs separately.
Further, we propose a novel residual multi-cue 3D convolution model (R-M3D) to improve the representation
ability to obtain representative video features.
The key contributions of this paper can be summarized
as follows:
– This paper proposes a novel M3D model, which first
directly performs 3D convolutions on a multi-cue input
instead of a single-cue input.
– This paper develops a novel video frame representation
for performing 3D convolutions on a multi-cue input.
– The proposed M3D model adds the salient motion cue
for action recognition, which can suppress background
motion noises and highlight salient motion.
– To further improve the representation ability, we
propose the deeper R-M3D model based on 3D ResNet,
which can significantly improve the performance of
action recognition.
The rest of the paper is presented as follows: background
and related work are introduced in Sect. 2. Then, two novel
multi-cue 3D convolutional neural network (M3D and
R-M3D) are developed in Sect. 3. Experimental results and
analysis will be discussed in Sect. 4. Lastly, conclusion and
future work will be summarized in Sect. 5.

2 Background and related work
A video contains both time and space information. With
the development of deep learning techniques, deep neural
network-based action recognition methods, especially
CNN-based action recognition methods, have obtained
better performances than the conventional shallow bag-ofvisual-word- based models [23]. 2D CNNs and 3D CNNs
are two types of neural networks commonly used in CNNbased action recognition methods.
Section 2.1 first introduces some 2D CNN-based action
recognition works. Then, we present the general 3D CNNs
architecture and some 3D CNN-based action recognition
works in Sect. 2.2. Finally, we present the principle of 3D
convolutions performed on a single-cue input for action
recognition in Sect. 2.3.

2.1 2D CNN for action recognition
2D CNN-based action recognition methods usually extract
features from single video frame using 2D CNNs, and then
aggregate temporal information across video frames using
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different fusion strategies. In general, these methods
average the output of the utilized 2D CNNs on each frame
and utilise the average frame-level result to represent
video-level results [25]. However, these methods cannot
make full use of video information. They only extract
appearance information from videos while ignoring motion
information between video frames.
To capture temporal motion information between video
frames, two-stream CNN-based models were developed for
action recognition. They usually consist of two streams.
The spatial stream is responsible for capturing the
appearance cue and the temporal stream is responsible
capturing the motion cue. Then various fusion strategies
are adopted to aggregate the output of these two streams
[10–12, 45]. In addition, some methods utilize recurrent
neural networks (RNN) [4, 9, 57], especially long shortterm memory (LSTM) networks, were utilized to capture
temporal information between stacked video frames. A
pipeline of RNN-based action recognition methods is that
(i) 2D CNNs are used for extracting features from each
video frame, and (ii) LSTM networks are used for encoding
states and learning temporal relations between stacked
video frames.

2.2 3D CNN for action recognition
In contrast to 2D CNN for action recognition, some action
recognition methods utilize 3D CNNs to model spatiotemporal features from videos. A common architecture
of 3D CNNs for action recognition can be illustrated in
Fig. 1, which consists of five convolutional layers, two
fully connected layers, and a softmax layer. Different from
the input of 2D CNNs that is a single frame, the input of 3D
CNNs is stacked video frames. Different from 2D CNNs,
which only slide a convolution filter kernel along the
spatial direction, the 3D convolution filter kernel slides
along with both spatial and temporal directions simultaneously. Thus, 3D CNNs can naturally capture spatiotemporal information, while 2D CNNs need to aggregate
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multiple frame-level information over long time periods to
capture the temporal information of videos.
It has been proven that 3D CNN-based models have
shown competitive performance than 2D CNN-based
models [17]. Early work of 3D CNN-based action recognition models were proposed by Baccouche et al. [2],
which extracted 3D CNN-based features for each frame
and input them sequentially into a LSTM network for
classification. Ji et al. [23] proposed to separately perform
3D convolutions on multiple channels. Then, a late fusion
was used for all these channels. These 3D CNNs are not
obviously deep, which typically contain 3 convolutional
layers at most.
Recently, a variety of deeper 3D CNN-based models
were developed. Karpathy et al. [25] proposed a slow
fusion strategy to aggregate frame-level information across
temporal domain. Tran et al. [49] proposed to use a small 3
 3  3 convolution kernel in all convolutional layers and
got better performance than other large sizes of convolution kernels. Similar to [5], 3D convolutions were performed separately on a spatial stream and a temporal
stream in [4], the output results of two streams were
aggregated later. Hara et al. [16] proposed to use a very
deep 3D residual network instead of shallow 3D convolutional networks. Further, deep 3D CNNs architectures on
sufficiently large datasets can get better performances than
those complex 2D CNNs architectures [17]. Arunnehru
et al [1] extracted motion information from the video and
regarded them as 3D motion cuboid and then applied a 3D
convolutional neural network for action recognition. Zhou
et al [62] proposed a novel Mixed Convolutional Tube to
combine 2D CNNs with the 3D convolution together for
action recognition, which can generate more discriminative
feature maps. Qiu et al [43] considered using a 1  3  3
spatial convolution kernel plus a temporal 3  1  1
convolution kernel to simulate the previous 3  3  3
convolution kernel, which is helpful for reducing the
computational cost and training deeper neural networks.
Based on 3D ResNets, Tran et al [50] decomposed 3D

Fig. 1 The architecture of 3D
CNN for action recognition,
which consists of five
convolutional layers, two fully
connected layers, and a softmax
layer. The kernel size is
333
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convolution kernel into spatial convolution and temporal
convolution and designed a novel spatiotemporal convolutional block R(2?1)D, which can achieve superior performance for action recognition compared with the state of
the art.
Although current 3D convolution models can achieve
competitive performance, most of them only directly perform 3D convolutions on a single-cue input, e.g. on stacked
video frames, and optical flow frames, separately. To
obtain richer information in the input level such as motion
velocity and motion saliency, we propose to directly perform 3D convolutions on a multi-cue input in Sect. 3.

2.3 3D convolutions performed on a single-cue
input
Current 3D convolutions usually are performed on a singlecue input, i.e. stacked video frames or stacked optical flow
frames. Specifically, taking stacked video frames as an
example, we denote n stacked video frames as
fvf1 ; vf2 ; . . .; vfn g An image in the RGB format usually
consists of three different colour channels: the red channel,
green channel, and blue channel. Thus each video frame vf
can be represented as fvf r; vf g; vf bg, where vf r represents a red channel; vf g represents a green channel, and
vf b represents a blue channel. Correspondingly, the
stacked video frames can be represented as
fvf1 r; vf1 g; vf1 b; :::; vfn r; vfn g; vfn bg,
where
n
denotes the number of input video frames. The number of
total channels of the input stacked video frames is n  3.
The computation process of 3D convolutions performed on
a single-cue input (i.e. stacked video frames) is illustrated
in Fig. 2.
In the temporal dimension, as a 3  3  3 filter kernel is
applied, total 9 colour channels are involved for each
computation process of 3D convolutions performed on a
single-cue input. Three stacked video frames are involved
in each computation, and each video frame contains three
different colour channels. Since 3D convolutions are only
applied to the single-cue input, i.e. stacked video frames, it
Fig. 2 The computation process
of 3D convolutions performed
on a single-cue input, i.e.
stacked video frames. The red
rectangle represents the red
colour channel, the green
rectangle represents the green
colour channel, and the blue
rectangle represents the blue
colour channel
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lacks the ability to provide direct motion information in the
input level. For two-cue 3D CNN models, they still separately perform 3D convolutions on individual single-cue
input such as stacked video frames or stacked optical flow
frames, and then a late fusion is adopted. However, late
fusion is lack of cues evolution over time.

3 Our models: M3D & R-M3D
In this section, we will first present a motion saliency
detection method to suppress background motion noises
and provide salient motion cue, which will be used in our
proposed M3D model. Then, we present the novel triple
video representation in Sect. 3.2. Based on novel triple
video representation, 3D convolutions performed on a
multi-cue input are proposed in Sect. 3.3. Finally, a novel
M3D model is presented in Sect. 3.4 and a novel deep
R-M3D model is presented in Sect. 3.5.

3.1 Motion saliency detection
Saliency detection aims to detect the salient object from the
whole image. For example, Ji et al [24] proposed to use an
attention CNN layer to capture the context information
between different feature maps to improve the quality of
obtained saliency maps. In contrast to traditional saliency
detection methods that identify salient objects on a still
image, motion saliency detection methods [5, 6, 8, 56]
focus on identifying salient motion information (named
motion saliency for short [6]) from a video. However,
conventional motion saliency detection methods have
expensive time cost and are not suitable for large video
datasets. Compared with conventional motion saliency
detection methods [7, 18, 22], spectrum-based motion
saliency detection methods have a good balance between
performance and computation cost [6].
The spectral theory has been widely used in the saliency
detection field [6, 8, 15, 21]. The first spectrum-based
saliency detection work was proposed by Hou et al. [21],
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which used amplitude spectral residual of an image to
represent the novelty part. Guo et al. [15] proposed to use
the phase spectrum of an image to represent the novelty
part instead of the amplitude spectrum. According to
Spectral Residual (SR) theory [21], the image information
contains the novelty part and the redundant information.
Therefore, an image can be represented as follows [21]:

by salient motions. Figure 3 illustrates a video frame
extracted from a makeup video clip from the UCF101
dataset [46], and its corresponding optical flow and motion
saliency results.

cðImageÞ ¼ cðInnovationÞ þ cðPriorKnowledgeÞ

A traditional video representation consists of stacked video
frames, i.e. stacked video frames are used to describe video
information. However, this video representation manner
only can provide the appearance cue as input for current
single-cue 3D CNN models in action recognition, which
lacks the ability to provide a direct motion cue in the input
level.
For two-cue 3D CNN models, they usually adopt video
frames and optical flow frames as input to provide the
appearance cue and the direct motion cue, i.e. they use
video frame and optical flow to describe video information.
However, since they separately use video frames and
optical flow frames as input to operate 3D convolutions,
this manner relies on specific designed networks to fuse the
appearance cue and motion cue instead of directly operating 3D convolutions on a multi-cue input. Besides,
optical flow-based motion detection methods are sensitive
to background motion noises.
To overcome the aforementioned challenges in current
3D CNN models, we develop a novel triple video representation composed of the original video frame, the corresponding optical flow and motion saliency, which is
illustrated in Fig. 4. The proposed triple video representation integrates an appearance cue, a direct motion cue and a
salient motion cue simultaneously as the input. The
appearance cue can extract features from still video frames,
the motion cue can extract features from stacked video
frames, and the salient motion cue can effectively suppress
background motion noises and highlight salient motion.
The triple video representation consists of video frame,
optical flow and motion saliency. The stacked video frames
fvf1 ; vf2 ; . . .; vfn g provide the appearance cue. The optical
flow provides direct motion information instead of the
inferences between stacked video frames. A popular optical
flow-based motion detection method [3] is used to extract
optical
flow
fopf1 x; opf2 x; . . .; opfn xg
and
fopf1 y; opf2 y; . . .; opfn yg from the stacked video
frames, here opfi x denotes the horizontal optical flow of
the ith video frame and opfi y denotes the vertical optical
flow of the ith video frame. The motion saliency captures
the salient motion information and suppresses background
motion noises. The phase spectrum-based motion saliency
detection method [6] is used to obtain motion saliency
information fms1 ; ms2 ; . . .; msn g from the n stacked video
frames, here msi denotes the motion saliency of the ith
video frame.

ð1Þ

where cðImageÞ represents the image information;
cðPriorKnowledgeÞ represents the redundant information,
which denotes the statistical invariant properties in the
image; cðInnovationÞ represents the novelty part, which
denotes the statistical variant properties in the image [21].
In the field of motion saliency detection, cðInnovationÞ
corresponds
to
the
foreground
objects,
and
cðPriorKnowledgeÞ corresponds to the background [6, 15].
In this paper, a phase spectrum-based motion saliency
detection method [6] is introduced for capturing the salient
motion information and suppressing the background
motion noises. It distinguishes the salient motion and
background motion noises by identifying phase spectrum
variations of each pixel through a temporal Fourier transform. The key procedure of this method can be summarized as follows:

Procedure:

Phase spectrum-based motion saliency detection.

Step1

Establishing a temporal sequence Sx;y ðtÞ for each pixel
in the same position (x, y) through stacked video
frames, here the size of a video frame is M  N ,
x ¼ 1; 2; . . .; M , y ¼ 1; 2; . . .; N , and t ¼ 1; 2; . . .; T.
Thus M  N temporal sequences are established.

Step2

Calculating the Fourier transform for each temporal
sequence Sx;y ðtÞ : fx;y ðtÞ ¼ FðSx;y ðtÞÞ , here F denotes
the Fourier transform.

Step3

Calculating phase spectrum px;y ðtÞ for each temporal
sequence Sx;y ðtÞ : px;y ðtÞ ¼ angleðfx;y ðtÞÞ, here angle
denotes a function of obtaining phase values of a
temporal sequence.

Step4

1
Calculating inverse Fourier transform fx;y
ðtÞ for each
1
temporal sequence Sx;y ðtÞ : fx;y ðtÞ ¼ gðtÞ  F 1 ðpx;y ðtÞÞ
, here F 1 denotes inverse Fourier transform and
g(t) denotes a one-dimensional Gaussian filter for
smoothing noises.

Through the above steps, the salient motion can be
identified by obvious phase spectrum variations, and noises
can be identified by slight phase spectrum variations.
Therefore, background and background motion noises are
easily suppressed because the corresponding values of the
phase spectrum are much smaller than the values produced

3.2 Novel triple video representation
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Fig. 3 The left picture denotes a video frame; the middle picture denotes the corresponding optical flow result, and the right picture denotes the
corresponding motion saliency result
Fig. 4 The triple video
representation consists of video
frame, optical flow and motion
saliency

Based on the above fundamentals, the triple video frame
can be represented as tvf : fvf ; opf ; msg, i.e.
fvfr ; vfg ; vfb ; opfx ; opfy ; msg. Compared with the previous
video frame vf which only provides the appearance information as an input, the novel triple video frame tvf can
provide richer input information, including appearance
information, direct motion information and salient motion
information.

motion saliency channel. An obvious difference between
the single-cue input and the multi-cue input is the number
of input channels. The single-cue input of stacked video
frames usually provides 3 input channels while the proposed multi-cue input usually provides 6 input channels.
The added channels focus on providing motion information, including motion velocity and motion saliency.

3.4 M3D model
3.3 3D convolutions on a multi-cue input
Based on the novel triple video representation, we propose
to perform 3D convolutions on the stacked triple video
frames, i.e. perform 3D convolutions on a multi-cue input
instead of a single-cue input. Three different cues are
adopted as an input, which includes the appearance cue,
direct motion cue and salient motion cue. The computation
process of the proposed novel 3D convolutions on a multicue input can be illustrated in Fig. 5.
From the perspective of the temporal dimension, as a 3
 3  3 filter kernel is applied, total 18 colour channels are
used for each computation of the proposed 3D convolution
on a multi-cue input. Three stacked triple video frames are
involved for each computation, and each triple video frame
contains 6 channels: three colour channels, a horizontal
optical flow channel, a vertical optical flow channel and a
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To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed 3D convolutions on a multi-cue input, we design our multi-cue 3D
convolution based on C3D model (M3D for short) [49].
The C3D model is a benchmark architecture of 3D convolution neural networks, which contains 8 convolutional
layers, 5 max-pooling layers, 2 fully connected layers and 1
softmax layer. The architecture can be denoted as (conv1,
pool1, conv2, pool2, conv3, conv4, pool3, conv5, conv6,
pool4, conv7, conv8, pool5, fc1, fc2, and softmax). The
main difference between the C3D model and our proposed
M3D model is in the input part. The C3D model performs
3D convolutions on a single-cue input, i.e. each video clip
as a sample. However, our proposed M3D model performs
3D convolutions on a multi-cue input using the proposed
triple video frame input representation, which stacks video
frames (including RGB three colour channels), optical flow
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Fig. 5 An illustration of the 6 involved channels for each computation
of the proposed novel 3D convolutions on a multi-cue input along the
temporal direction. The 6 channel are shown in different colours. The
red rectangle, green rectangle and blue rectangle represent three

frames (including horizontal and vertical two directions
channels) and motion saliency frames (including one
channel) together as one input. The architecture of our
proposed M3D model can be illustrated in Fig. 6.
The procedure of the M3D model can be summarized in
Algorithm 1 as follows:

Algorithm
1:

M3D model

Step1:

Extracting optical flow fopf1 x; opf2 x; :::; opfn xg and
fopf1 y; opf2 y; :::; opfn yg from the stacked video
frames fvf1 ; vf2 ; :::; vfn g.

Step2:

Extracting motion saliency fms1 ; ms2 ; :::; msn g from
the stacked video frames fvf1 ; vf2 ; :::; vfn g.

Step3:

Expanding each video frame as a triple video frame
representation composed of the original video frame,
the corresponding optical flow and motion saliency.
The triple video frame can be represented as tvf :
fvfr ; vfg ; vfb ; opfx ; opfy ; msg.

Step4:

Obtaining the corresponding stacked triple video
framesftvf1 ; tvf2 ; :::; tvfn g from the stacked video
frames fvf1 ; vf2 ; :::; vfn g.

Step5:

Performing 3D convolutions on the stacked triple video
frames ftvf1 ; tvf2 ; :::; tvfn g and training our proposed
M3D network for classification.
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different colour channels. The shallow grey rectangle and dark grey
rectangle represent the corresponding horizontal optical flow channel
and the vertical optical flow channel. The orange rectangle represents
the corresponding motion saliency channel

3.5 Deep R-M3D model
To improve the representation ability to obtain more representative video features. We further explore to apply our
proposed multi-cue 3D convolutions on deep network
architectures. 3D Residual Network (3D ResNet for short)
[16, 19] is an excellent deep network, which can effectively
alleviate the degradation problem [19]. The degradation
problem indicates that as the network depth increasing, the
training accuracy will get saturated but then degrade
rapidly. Standard deep neural networks usually use multiple stacked layers to approximate the desired underlying
mapping and transit information layer by layer. Formally, a
building block of stacked layers in standard deep neural
networks can be defined as follows:
HðxÞ  Fðx; fW; bgÞ

ð2Þ

where x denotes the input, HðxÞ denotes the desired
underlying mapping function, Fðx; fW; bg denotes the
actual output function of multiple stacked nonlinear layers

Fig. 6 The architecture of the
proposed M3D model, which
can be denoted as (conv1,
pool1, conv2, pool2, conv3,
conv4, pool3, conv5, conv6,
pool4, conv7, conv8, pool5, fc1,
fc2, softmax)
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which can approximate the desired underlying mapping
function HðxÞ, W denotes the weights and b denotes the
biases. For example, a building block of two stacked layers
is illustrated in Fig. 7. We can find that F ¼ W2 f ðW1 x þ
b1 Þ þ b2 where f ðÞ denotes the nonlinear activation function ReLU [19].
In contrary to standard deep neural networks, ResNets
consider using multiple stacked layers to approximate a
residual mapping by directly pass gradient flows from front
layers to back layers, which can effectively ease the
degradation problem. Formally, a residual building block
can be defined as follows:
HðxÞ  Fðx; fW; bgÞ þ x

ð3Þ

where HðxÞ  x denotes the residual mapping function and
Fðx; fW; bgÞ þ x is regarded as injecting a shortcut connection from the input to the output. For example, a
residual building block of ResNets can be illustrated in
Fig. 8.
Based on 3D ResNet, we design a deep residual multicue 3D convolution model (R-M3D for short). Compared
with the M3D model consisting of 8 layers, the number of
layers of R-M3D can reach to {18, 34, 50, 101 and 152}.
Similar to the M3D model based on C3D model, the main
difference between R-M3D and 3D ResNet depends on
whether 3D convolutions operating on a multi-cue input or
a single-cue input. In addition, in contrast to 3D ResNet
directly using a fully connected layer as the output layer
(i.e. the softmax layer), we add a new fully connected layer
between the last convolutional layer and the output layer in
our proposed R-M3D, which can synthesize all feature
maps of the last convolutional layer together to improve the
performance of action recognition, more details can be
found in Sect. 4.2.1. The procedure of R-M3D is similar to
the procedure of M3D model as illustrated in Algorithm1.

Fig. 7 The building block of standard deep neural networks
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Fig. 8 The residual building block of ResNets

4 Experimental analysis
In this section, we first introduce the UCF101 and
HMDB51 datasets in Sect. 4.1. Then, discuss the implementation for network architecture, training process and
recognition process in Sect. 4.2. After that, we mainly
analysis the experimental results of the single-cue model,
two-cue models and the proposed M3D model in Sect. 4.3.
Finally, the experimental results of the proposed deep
R-M3D model will be presented and compared with other
state-of-the-art models in Sect. 4.4.

4.1 Datasets
We mainly evaluate our model and other models on
UCF101 [46] and HMDB51 [28] datasets.
– UCF101 dataset is a temporal trimmed action dataset,
which contains 13320 videos and has 101 action
categories (average about 130 videos for each action
category). Three train/test splits are provided for
distinguishing training dataset and test dataset. There
are about 9500 videos for training and about 3800
videos for testing according to each UCF101 split.
– HMDB51 dataset contains 6766 videos and 51 action
categories, each action category contains at least 101
videos. These action categories can be grouped into 5
different types: general facial actions such as smile,
facial actions with object manipulation such as smoke,
general body movements such as climb, body movements with object interaction such as golf, body
movements for human interaction such as hug. Similar
to UCF101 dataset, this dataset also provides three
train/test splits for distinguishing training dataset and
test dataset (about 70% training dataset and 30% test
dataset).
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4.2 Implementation
The experimental environment is Ubuntu 16.04 and Python
3.5. We implement our proposed M3D model and R-M3D
model based on the deep learning framework Pytorch 0.3.1.
To train our proposed M3D model and R-M3D model on
UCF101 and HMDB51 datasets, stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is adopted. We train our model with a batch
size of 32 on 4 GPUs (Nvidia GTX 1080Ti). The learning
rate is set to 0.1 and it will be divided by 10 if the validation loss saturates. The weight decay is set to 0.001. The
network architecture of the proposed M3D model can be
found in Sect. 3.4. We present the network architecture of
the proposed R-M3D model in Sect. 4.2.1. Then the
training process and recognition process in detail are presented in Sects. 4.2.2 and 4.2.3, respectively.
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from a raw video. Then similar to [55], the training sample
is randomly cropped from 5 positions: top left corner, top
right corner, bottom left corner, bottom right corner and
centre. We also randomly horizontally flip the training
sample with 50% probability to perform data augmentation. Each training sample size is resized to 112  112.
Thus, for 3D convolutions performed on a single-cue input,
the input is a video clip with a size of 16  3  112  112
composed of 16 video frames. However, for 3D convolutions performed on a multi-cue input, the input is a new
reformed video clip with a size of 16  6  112  112
composed of 16 triple video frames. For the validation
process, we uniformly split the video into three video clips
to perform data augmentation, and each video clip represents the same video with the same class label.
4.2.3 Recognition process

4.2.1 Network architecture of R-M3D
To explore a deep network, we choose a deep 3D ResNet
[17] as the backbone network instead of C3D network.
According to [17], 3D ResNet with 34 layers is enough and
suitable for UCF101 and HMDB51 datasets. In our
implementation, we adopt 3D ResNet with 34 layers and
modify 3D ResNet into R-M3D, the main differences
between them contains two aspects: (i) The input channels
of R-M3D are 6 (a multi-cue triple video input) while the
input channels of 3D ResNet are 3 (a single-cue RGB
input), thus the proposed R-M3D perform 3D convolutions
on a multi-cue input; (ii) A new fully connected layer of
1024 neurons is added between the last convolutional layer
and the output layer (i.e. the softmax layer) in our proposed
R-M3D, which can synthesize all feature maps of the last
convolutional layer together to improve the performance of
action recognition. The number of neurons in the softmax
layer is 101 or 51, which is corresponding to the number of
classes on UCF101 or HMDB51 datasets, respectively.
Thus, the proposed R-M3D contains 35 layers, which can
be denoted as (conv1, maxpool, conv2_3, conv3_4, conv4_6, conv5_3, averagepool, fc and softmax), here x in
conv2, 3, 4, 5_x denotes the multiple of the corresponding
residual building block. Each frame is resized into 112 
112 and the input size of each sample clip is 16  6  112
 112, where 16 denotes each sample clip contains 16
frames and 6 denotes the number of channels (more detail
can be found in Sect. 4.2.2). The detail of R-M3D network
architecture is illustrated in Table 1.

After training our proposed M3D model and R-M3D
model, we use them to recognize the actions in the test
dataset. As action recognition is a classification problem
[60], classification accuracy is adopted as the main evaluation metric [14, 36, 38]. We train and test our proposed
M3D model and R-M3D model on each training/test split
of UCF101 dataset and HMDB51 dataset. The average
classification accuracies over all three training/test splits
are adopted as the final report results. To evaluate the
classification accuracy of action recognition for a test
video, we split the test video into non-overlapped video
clips with a size of 16. Each video clip is cropped from the
centre position and resized into 112  112. We use our
trained model to classify each video clip to obtain the
probabilities for each class label, and average the probabilities of all the video clips corresponding to the test video
for classification [35, 39, 42].

4.3 Analysis of experimental results of the M3D
model
In this section, we first set up two sets of ablation comparison experiments, we first compare our proposed M3D
model with different input modalities in Sect. 4.3.1. Then,
we compare the effects of different numbers of layers of
CNN for M3D in Sect. 4.3.2. Finally, we analyse the
computation cost of our proposed M3D model with the
C3D model in Sect. 4.3.3.
4.3.1 Ablation experiments: different input modalities

4.2.2 Training process
To perform data augmentation, we first randomly select a
video clip of 16 consecutive frames as a training sample

To compare the different effects of different inputs, we
select different input combinations as different comparison
models. For fair comparison, all models use the C3D model
as the basic model and the only difference is the input part.
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Table 1 The network architecture of the proposed R-M3D (35 layers) in detail is illustrated. A residual building block is illustrated in brackets
Layer name

Layer architecture

Output size

Conv1

½7  7  7; 64, kernel size: 7  7  7, number of feature maps: 64, stride size:
2  2  2,padding size: 3  3  3

56  56  16, feature map size: 56  56,
number of input frames: 16

Maxpool

kernel size: 3  3  3,stride size: 2  2  2, padding size: 1  1  1


3  3  3; 64
 3 for all convolutional layers: stride size: 1  1  1 padding size:
3  3  3; 64
111


3  3  3; 128
 4 for the first convolutional layers: stride size: 2  2  2
3  3  3; 128
padding size: 1  1  1, for other convolutional layers: stride size: 1  1  1
padding size: 1  1  1


3  3  3; 256
 6 for the first convolutional layers: stride size: 2  2  2
3  3  3; 256
padding size: 1  1  1, for other convolutional layers: stride size: 1  1  1
padding size: 1  1  1


3  3  3; 512
 3 for the first convolutional layers: stride size: 2  2  2
3  3  3; 512
padding size: 1  1  1, for other convolutional layers: stride size: 1  1  1
padding size: 1  1  1

Conv2_x

Conv3_x

Conv4_x

Conv5_x

28  28  8
28  28  8

14  14  4

772

441

Averagepool
fc

kernel size: 4  4  1, stride size: 1  1  1 padding size: 0  0  0
512  1024

111
-

Softmax

1024  f101 or

-

51g

All the comparison models can be summarized as follows:
(i) Adopting video frames as a single-cue input, i.e. C3D
baseline model [49]. (ii) Adopting video frame and optical
flow as a two-cue input, we call it T3D-I model for short.
(iii) Adopting video frame and motion saliency as a twocue input, we call it T3D-II model for short. (iv) Adopting
video frame, optical flow and motion saliency as a multicue input, i.e. our proposed M3D model. The corresponding best classification accuracies of different input modalities on the UCF101 and HMDB51 datasets are reported in
Table 2. We can get these observations as follows:
– As experimental results on the UCF101 dataset illustrated, our proposed M3D model, the T3D-I model,
T3D-II model and C3D model obtain 49.0%, 48.5%,
44.8% and 43.2% classification accuracy on the
UCF101 dataset, respectively. The first observation is
that two-cue input-based or multi-cue input-based
models (T3D-I, T3D-II and M3D) outperform the
baseline C3D model because more motion-related cues
can be provided in the input level. The second
Table 2 Top-1 classification
accuracies of different input
modalities of 3D convolution
models on UCF101 and
HMDB51 datasets (Mean of all
accuracies over 3 splits)
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observation we can find that the T3D-I model improves
much more than the T3D-II model (5.3% vs. 1.6%).
This denotes optical flow contributes much more than
motion saliency for action recognition, because motion
velocity can provide more detailed motion information
(i.e. motion velocity including motion speed and
motion direction) of each pixel while motion saliency
mainly provides salient moving pixel information.
Lastly, we find that our proposed M3D model obtains
the best performance compared with all the other
models. The reason is that it can integrate all the
appearance cue, direct motion cue and salient motion
cue as a multi-cue input.
– As experimental results on the HMDB51 dataset
illustrated, we can also find that our proposed M3D
model obtains the best performance of classification
accuracy (20.8%), followed by the T3D-I model
(20.1%), T3D-II model (17.6%) and C3D model
(20.8%) just like on the UCF101 dataset. It has been
verified that the multi-cue input is more effective than

Input modalities

UCF101

HMDB51

Video frame (C3D from scratch)

43.2%

16.2%

Video frame ? optical flow frame (T3D-I)

48.5%

20.1%

Video frame ? motion saliency frame (T3D-II)

44.8%

17.6%

All modalities (M3D)

49.0%

20.8%
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the single-cue input once again and the motion
information provided in the input is beneficial for 3D
convolutions to improve action recognition. Further, we
find the direct motion cue (i.e. motion velocity information) is more important than the salient motion cue
(i.e. motion saliency information) for action recognition
because the T3D-I model outperforms the T3D-II
model (20.1% vs. 17.6%). Our proposed M3D model
performs better than the T3D-I model (20.8% vs.
20.1%) because the M3D model provides the extra
motion saliency cue in the input level which can
suppress background motion noises.
4.3.2 Ablation experiments: different numbers of layers
of CNN for M3D
To compare the effectiveness of different numbers of layers, we compare the classification accuracy of different
numbers of layers of CNN with different input modalities
on UCF101 and HMDB51 in Table 3. According to
Table 3, for the input modalities of video frame, i.e. the
single-cue input, we can find that the accuracy will
improve as the depth of layers increases on both UCF101
and HMDB51 datasets. For the two-cue input (the input
modalities of combining video frame with optical flow
frame, or the input modalities of combining video frame
with motion saliency frame) or the multi-cue input (the
input modalities of combining video frame, optical flow
frame and motion saliency frame), the same phenomenon
appears, i.e. the accuracy will improve as the depth of
layers increases. This verifies that the classification accuracy of our proposed M3D can be improved by increase the
Table 3 Classification accuracy
of different numbers of layers of
CNN with different input
modalities on UCF101 and
HMDB51 datasets

Depth of layers of CNN
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depth of layers. Thus, we apply our proposed M3D in a
deeper CNN model, i.e. ResNet, and compare it with the
state of the art in Sect. 4.4.
4.3.3 Computation cost
We compare the computation costs of different models:
C3D, T3D-I, T3D-II and our proposed M3D. Concretely,
we train the models (C3D, T3D-I, T3D-II and M3D) for 50
epochs on the UCF101 dataset and use the average training
time of an epoch as the computation cost to be recorded.
The computation costs of different models (C3D, T3D-I,
T3D-II and M3D) are reported in Table 4. We can find that
the time cost of the compared models is close, almost at the
same order of magnitude. We speculate the reason is that
the main difference among different models is the number
of the input channels and others are the same. Thus the
computation cost should be close for different compared
models, which demonstrates our proposed M3D can
improve the performance of action recognition with the
almost same training computation cost compared with
C3D. Note that for our proposed M3D, we need extra
computation cost for computing the optical flow and
motion saliency from the stacked RGB frames in the preprocessing stage.
In addition, we also demonstrate the training convergence of the loss function of the single-cue 3D model
(C3D) and the multi-cue 3D model (our proposed M3D) on
the UCF101 dataset in Fig. 9. This shows that our proposed
M3D model converges faster than the C3D model, which
indicates the multi-cue input is more helpful for speeding
up model training compared with the single-cue input.

UCF101

HMDB51

2-layer

39.3%

14.3%

4-layer

41.5%

15.0%

6-layer

42.6%

15.4%

Input modalities: video frame

Input modalities: video frame ? optical flow frame
2-layer

44.5%

16.2%

4-layer

45.3%

18.5%

6-layer

47.8%

19.2%

Input modalities: video frame ? motion saliency frame
2-layer
4-layer

41.7%
43.5%

14.8%
16.4%

6-layer

44.2%

17.2%

Input modalities: video frame ? optical flow frame ?motion saliency frame
2-layer

45.5%

16.1%

4-layer

47.6%

18.6%

6-layer

48.4%

19.4%
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Table 4 The computation costs of different models (C3D, T3D-I,
T3D-II and M3D) on the UCF101 dataset
Models with different input modalities

Computation cost (s)

C3D (RGB)

1914

T3D-I (RGB ? Optical flow)

2044

3D-II (RGB ? Motion saliency)

2011

M3D (All modalities)

2054

Fig. 9 The training loss of C3D and M3D on the UCF101 dataset, the
number of epochs is 50

4.4 Comparing the deep R-M3D model
with the state of the art
Based on the above experimental discussion, it has been
verified the fact that 3D convolutions performed on a
multi-cue input outperform 3D convolutions performed on
a single-cue input. However, the classification accuracies
are not satisfactory compared with current state of the art
models. One reason is that C3D model only contains about
8 layers, which is not deep enough. Another reason is that
the scale of UCF101 and HMDB51 datasets only is about
10,000, which are not enough for training a deep neural
network. Kinetics dataset [26] is a huge trimmed action
dataset, which contains about 300,000 videos and 400
action categories. To explore a deep network on a larger
dataset, we fine-tune the proposed R-M3D based on the
pretrained Kinetics 3D ResNet on UCF101 and HMDB51
datasets.
We compare our proposed R-M3D ResNet model with
other state of the art models including one traditional handcrafted model (i.e. improved dense trajectories (iDT) [54])
and six deep learning models (i.e. two-stream
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convolutional networks [45], two-stream with LSTM [57],
long-term recurrent convolutional networks (LRCN) [9],
long-term temporal convolutions networks (LTCN) [52],
Spatiotemporal Residual Networks (ST-ResNet) [10],
Pseudo-3D Residual Networks (P3D ResNet) [43], 3D
convolutional networks (C3D) [49])and 3D ResNet [17]).
Note that 3D ResNet in [17] also is fine-tuned on UCF101
and HMDB51 datasets by using the Kinectics pretrained
3D ResNet. Experimental results on UCF101 and
HMDB51 datasets are summarized in Table 5.
According to Table 5, we can find that the proposed
fine-tuned R-M3D model outperforms all other compared
state of the art models (including iDT?FV, Two-stream
networks, Two-stream ? LSTM, LRCN, LTCN, C3D (3
nets), P3D ResNet and 3D ResNet) except ST-ResNet on
UCF101 and HMDB51 datasets. Especially compared to
3D ResNet, the proposed R-M3D improves 3.9% and 4.4%
on UCF101 and HMDB51 datasets, respectively. This
demonstrates that 3D convolutions performed on a multicue input can improve the action recognition compared
with 3D convolutions performed on a single-cue input. We
can also find that fine-tuned R-M3D has a significant
improvement compared with the M3D model on UCF101
and HMDB51 datasets. This indicates that both a deep
network and a larger dataset are important and critical for
3D CNNs to improve action recognition. In addition, we
find that the accuracy of our proposed R-M3D is lower
0.2% and 1.0% than ST-ResNet on both UCF101 and
HMDB51 datasets, respectively. This reason may be
attributed to ST-ResNet can make full use of the complementary information between the two streams of the twostream architecture.

Table 5 Top-1 classification accuracies of the proposed R-M3D
model compared with the state of the art models on UCF101 and
HMDB51 datasets (Mean of all accuracies over 3 splits)
Models

UCF101

HMDB51

iDT?FV [54]

85.9%

57.2%

Two-stream networks [45]

86.9%

58.0%

Two-stream ? LSTM [57]

88.6%

-

LRCN [9]

82.9%

-

LTCN [52]

91.7%

64.8%

C3D (3 nets) [49]
P3D ResNet [43]

85.2%
88.6%

-

ST-ResNet [10]

93.4%

66.4%

3D ResNet (fine-tuned) [17]

89.3%

61.0%

R-M3D (fine-tuned)

93.2%

65.4%
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5 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel M3D model for action
recognition. The M3D model directly performs 3D convolutions on a multi-cue input, i.e. stacked triple video
frames including appearance information, direct motion
information and salient motion information. Compared
with the existing 3D CNN-based action recognition methods, the proposed novel triple video representation can
integrate the appearance cue, direct motion cue and salient
motion cue as input for 3D convolutions. Further, the
salient motion cue is robust to background motion noises
such as slight leaf jittering and water rippling, which has
not been applied in action recognition before. We also
develop R-M3D based on the deep 3D ResNet for action
recognition. Experimental results verified the effectiveness
of our proposed M3D model, and the proposed R-M3D
model achieves competitive performance compared with
the state-of-the-art.
For future work, in our opinion, the choice of motion
cue input is important. In the proposed M3D and R-M3D
models, we use two motion detection techniques (i.e.
optical flow and motion saliency detection) to capture
different motion information. Maybe other approaches can
provide more suitable motion information than them. For
3D convolutions performed on a multi-cue input, we
develop the triple video representation. If more suitable multi-cue representation methods are developed, we
may get even better results.
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